Visual Story for your visit to
The Other Room

INTRODUCTION
We hope this guide will make your visit as easy and as enjoyable as
possible. If you have any further questions, please get in touch with
us (contact details at the end of the document). This Visual Story
has been set out as an access tool to give anyone the chance to
experience live theatre in a prepared, relaxed and supported way,
and most importantly to reduce levels of unease/anxiety. The
theatre has unreserved seating but let us know if you have any
specific needs during your visit.

FINDING US
You’ll see below the image of the Theatre entrance from across the
road, standing in front of the Motorpoint Arena. The Other Room
Theatre is located in Porter’s Bar. The front door has a hanging sign
above it with a gold ‘P’ for Porters Bar. This is the entrance for both
the bar and the theatre.

FRONT DOOR

This is the The Other Room building from the outside. It is located
at Harlech Court, Bute Terrace, Cardiff CF10 2FE
This is the view of The Other Room entrance from Bute Terrace,
one from over the road and one right outside the front door, there is
a Porter’s Bar sign hanging above the front door. There is one front
door, a small walkway, and another door that will take you to the
entrance to the bar. Once through the second door, there is a set of
3 steps with a handrail which takes you to the floor of the bar and
the theatre.

This is an image of the Front Door open, facing the next door that
takes you directly into the top of the stairs which lead to the bar
floor.

INSIDE THE BUILDING & PORTER’S BAR
When through the second door, you will be greeted with a large
Porter’s door mat, and then three steps heading down. Once you're
at the bottom of the stairs, you will find yourself in Porter’s bar.
If you are unable to use the steps leading to the bar and theatre,
there is an alternative accessible entrance at the back of the
building, please contact george@otherroomtheatre.com – we will
arrange access for you. We unfortunately do not offer lift access, so
if you are using a wheelchair or have limited walking mobility, the
entrance at the back of the building is suitably accessible.

BOX OFFICE

The Box office is located at the entrance to the theatre, as seen
here:

If you arrive early, there will not be a member of the theatre present
until 30 minutes before the show starts. If you arrive then, you will
be met by a member of the TOR (The Other Room) team at the red
curtain, where they will either have your ticket, or where you can
purchase one on the door, pending availability.
You will not be able to enter the auditorium until just before the
show, so please make yourself comfortable in the seats just outside
the theatre space as shown above, or in Porter’s bar.

PRE-SHOW AND PORTER’S BAR
Porter’s bar offers many social nights such as 'Open Mic Night' on a
Tuesday evening. For a full list of Porter’s activities, please visit
their Website
or ask a member of staff behind the bar. These evenings never
cross over with the theatre production, but it does mean that the bar
can get very busy, especially post-show. Porter’s welcomes all
theatre attendees to join the event after the show, but this is not
compulsory.
The bar is spacious and cool, with some bright lighting near the bar.
There are plenty of tables and chairs. Food isn't served at the bar,
but there are bar snacks (e.g, crisps). There is usually music
playing from speakers, and post show there is often loud and
sometimes live music. If you do not wish to listen to the music but
would like to stay in the bar, the outside space is often quieter.

OUTSIDE SEATING AREA & SMOKING AREA

The outside space has a large seating area and is also used as a
smoking area. It is covered, so will be dry in wet weather! It has
tables, chairs and patio heaters, and can be found here:

(Turn left through the double doors before the corridor goes through
to the toilets)

WHEELCHAIR ACCESS TO THEATRE
This is also where you would enter if you are unable to use the
stairs. This outside space is situated underneath a car park, and
outside of the gates is a car park used for external companies.
However as you can see, within the gates, this is used for a social
space for both Porters and The Other Room.

ENTRANCE TO THEATRE FROM OUTSIDE AREA /
WHEELCHAIR ACCESS
Coming back into the building from the outside space is as follows

To go back into the bar or to head to the theatre, go through the fire
exit doors, past the double doors and turn right.

TOILET FACILITIES
If you wish to use the toilets, turn left from the outside area, or walk
up the corridor past the bar. There is a female bathroom with three
cubicle toilets, a male bathroom with two cubicle toilets and four
urinals, and one assisted access/gender neutral toilet.

ENTERING THE THEATRE / TICKETS
There is only one entrance to the theatre, so when we open the
auditorium for a performance, head over to The Other Room red
curtains ready to enter. One of our TOR (The Other Room)
members will check/provide your ticket and welcome you into the
space. It is important to remember to bring your e-ticket with you on
your telephone, you can either print it or just show the email to the
usher at the curtain. If you are buying your ticket on the night of the
performance, we do not accept card payments, and only accept
cash. If you need to get cash from nearby, there is an ATM outside
Tesco, at the Saint David’s 2 Shopping Centre which is a short
walk away.

AUDITORIUM
The seating is tiered (slopes up to allow all audiences members to
see the performance) and non-allocated seating, although once in a
while there will be a reserved sign on some seats for production
reasons, if this is the case there will be a clearly labelled paper sign
on the seat. Depending on the performance, the seating
arrangement may change to the image above. You can ask about
the seating arrangement and placement of chairs beforehand.
If you wish to pre-book a seat at the end of the row, please contact
us before arriving at the theatre via info@otheroomtheatre.com

The space has a maximum of 47 seats and is therefore quite an
intimate space. The playing space is close to the audience. If you
would like to ensure you are sat nearer the back, please contact us
before the show via info@otherroomtheatre.com
Most productions use lighting and sound effects, and some
performances will contain strong and sometimes upsetting themes,
which may trigger a response from some members of the
audience. Our website provides information on the content of the
show, and our “Trigger Warnings” for each performance will let you
know if there is any content that may be challenging or may need to
be avoided, e.g. strobe lighting. If you wish to discuss the contents
in more detail, please do contact us. They will also be displayed
upon entry to the theatre.
We will have members of the TOR team in the space during the
performance. We do not have a uniform, but you will have seen us
letting you into the theatre. If you need any assistance or wish to
leave early, please do let us know and we will assist you/lead you
safely out of the theatre.
If, on arrival at the theatre, you have any concerns on entering the
space, please do not hesitate to come and find a member of the
TOR team, or speak to us once we are checking your ticket, we will
endeavour to help you feel as comfortable as possible.
After the performance you will leave the same way you came in and
can stay in the bar foyer area until you are ready to head home.
The Other Room is committed to improving our theatre
accessibility. We provide various types of accessible
performance depending upon the production. We are working
on increasing our capacity for these sorts of performances and
would welcome any feedback from you to improve our
accessibility and diversity.

Many thanks,

The Other Room Team.

Queries?
George Soave (Producer)
george@otherroomtheatre.com
Nerida Bradley (Diversity & Access Champion)
nerida@otherroomtheatre.com

